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the piano plays extremely well, as well as sounding realistic. ivory ii american concert d's good looks make it a real showstopper in anyone's home, and the built-in effects system complements the realistic sound with a wide array of sounds, such as harmonics, chorus, flange, tremolo and vibrato. ivory ii american concert d comes with a
comprehensive 24-page user guide (in english only), as well as a demo version of the instrument. the piano also includes patches and samples from the other three pianos in the ivory ii package. the perfection of every steinway grand piano is based on a series of design innovations that have been repeated in each generation of the instrument.
steinway & sons is the only piano maker in the world to have its own manufacturing facility and is the only manufacturer that can trace the origins of every new piano back to the models that preceded it. most of the innovations and improvements that steinway applies to its piano models are not the inventions of the individual craftsmen who

shape the musical instruments, but the result of the many years of experience accumulated by the company's many designers, engineers, and technicians. today, the piano that you play in your home is probably the same piano that your great-grandfather played. ivory pianos has a variety of easy-to-use expression modifier programs,
including layer, velocity, harmonize, noise, and pan. the layer function allows users to layer several different samples of the same piano, creating an endless variety of possibilities. the velocity setting adjusts the level of sensitivity to velocity, described in the blue velocity map graph. the harmonize function stretches or compresses the sample

to create a more expressive sound. the noise function allows the samples to vary in timbre, similar to the way that a jazz piano can have different timbres or different tunings. an editable pan function allows different samples to be played in different parts of the keyboard, giving a more realistic feel.
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